Research on Intelligent Flight Software Robot Based on Internet of Things

In 2010 China Internet of Things Application Promotion Union pointed out that the robot is one of the 100 leading edge technology. 2015, the forefront of the field of robot top10 technology, including Internet of things embedded technology, simulation technology, large data technology, cloud computing robot, robot autonomy technology and so on. The robot uses the sensor technology in the key technology of the Internet of Things. In order to make life better and more convenient, the research of Internet of Things technology and application, focusing on research based on the Internet of intelligent flight spherical monitoring software robot technology. In this paper, you can use mat lab simulation robot and programming algorithm, the use of advanced programming language to develop intelligent flight robots. The research results of intelligent flight monitoring software robot technology can be applied in academia and industry and medical transportation. This paper studies the intelligent flight monitoring software robot under the Internet of Things.
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